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A joint cohesion operations to retake mosul
Qais Ben Noori

Iraq, 14.12.2016, 21:53 Time

USPA NEWS - The Iraqi ministry of displacement and migration said more than one hundred thousand civilians have fled their homes
as forced displacement in the face of the military campaign,
since the operation began,

Meanwhile, an Iraqi government commission tasked with repatriating displaced people, said some 15,000 people have already
returned to their homes in liberated areas south of Mosul.
Iraqi counter-terrorism forces uncovered a prison of ISIS in Qadisiyah neighborhood of eastern Mosul.also.
Iraqi fighters from Popular Mobilization Units advance towards the Iraqi town , west of Mosul, during an ongoing operation against ISIS
.
and government forces found many individual cells and torture chambers in addition to classified documents and a list of the names of
the detainees at the site.
with a very large hall for holding captives, and rooms with electric torture devices .

Moreover, pro-government fighters from Popular Mobilization Units, better known by the Arabic name Hashd al-Sha´abi, established
control over Tal al-Aska´ district northwest of Tal Abtah region.
The volunteer forces had earlier liberated the village of Abu Sanam northwest of Mosul, following fierce skirmishes with ISIS.
Additionally, Hashd al-Sha´abi bomb disposal teams are engaged in clearing Aziz Agha village northwest of Tal Abtah region from
roadside bombs, booby-trapped buildings and unexplored ordnance.

Also confiscated a considerable amount of munitions from a ISIS arms depot after they managed to free the area from the terrorists´
grip..
Iraqi army soldiers, pro-government Hashd al-Sha'abi fighters and Kurdish Peshmerga forces launched a joint operation to retake
Mosul from ISIS terrorists.
however, been slowed down due to the presence of hundreds of thousands of civilians, many of whom are prevented from leaving
Mosul by ISIS.
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